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Abstract

The conventional Lemâitre Tolman Bondi (LTB) cosmological model
is generalized by assuming the universe filled with dust matter of non
trivial pressure. The presence of a cosmological term is considered. The
model is further extended by considering an effective mass density and
pressure that take into account the contribution of particles created by
universe expansion. By induction on results of field quantization in
Robertson Walker and LTB metrics, the number of created particles
is assumed to be proportional to Ẏ /Y , Y is the “physical radius” in
LTB space-time. The corresponding Einstein equation is explicited and
reduced to a set of equations that results in general very involved. The
scheme is studied in some special case. In particular when mass density
and pressure are exclusively due to created particles the model can be
integrated and shows the existence of a big bang configuration.
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1 Introduction

Particle production by universe expansion is an effect whose existence, from
a theoretical point of view, was originally put into evidence by Parker [9, 10,
11]. Even if with problematic aspects (e.g, [2, 4]) it can be ascribed to the
quantization procedure in curved space-time. Recently the problem has been
reconsidered in an alternative way in the context of the Robertson-Walker
(RW) space-time for spin 0, 1/2, 1 [16, 18, 19]. Correspondingly, it has been
found that the number n(t) of one mode particles created per unit of time at
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time t is proportional, for all the mentioned spin values, to the Hubble param-
eter

n(t) ∝ Ṙ(t)

R(t)
(1)

R(t) the radius of the universe in RW metric. The result has been explcitly
shown for the mentioned spin values [16, 18, 19], but it is guessed to hold for
arbitrary spin values in RW space-time. According to (1), the effect of particle
poduction, if real, is expected to be negligible at a generic time instant, except
near a possible big-bang where it can be very important. To see this consider
the matter dominated case of the Standard Cosmology. From the parametric
representation of the solution (e.g. [7]) one derives that the behaviour of the
radius R(t) of the Universe for t → 0 is of the form

R(t) ∼ t
2
3 , Ω0 > 1, Ω0 < 1,

R(t) ∼ t
1
2 , Ω0 = 1 (2)

Ω0 being the ratio between the present and the critical mass density of the
universe. Therefore, near the big-bang, ,

n(t) ∼ 1

t
(3)

in every case of Ω0 as expected.
The problem of particle production has a counterpart also in Lemâitre

Tolman Bondi (LTB) cosmological model (An exhaustive treatment of LTB
cosmological model is given in [8]). Such model describes an isotropic in-
homogeneous universe filled with freely falling dust matter. The solution of
the corresponding Einstein equation depends on three arbitrary functions of
the radial coordinate. Under a suitable choice of such functions the “physical
radius” Y has a factorized form in the radial and time coordinate dependence:
Y (r, t) = Z(r)T (t). Moreover, under the same assumption, the spin 1 (as
well as the scalar and Dirac) equation can be solved by variable separation
( [13, 14, 20]). In case of spin 1 field, in complete analogy of what done in RW
space-time, a quantization has been performed that provides particle produc-
tion [20]. The number of foreseen particle modes produced per unit time at
time t is again of the form (Ẏ = ∂Y/∂t)

n(t) ∼ Ṫ (t)

T (t)
=

Ẏ (t, r)

Y (t, r)
(4)

Such effect may play an important role in view of possible collapsing situations,
black hole formation, . . . , that are possible for LTB cosmological solutions (in
this regard see e.g., [15] and references therein). The created particles conse-
quently modify the gravitational dynamics of the universe. Therefore the very
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difficult problem arises of including such effect in the theoretical formulation
of non static cosmological model. For what concerns the Standard Model the
problem has been tentatively approached by an ansatz on the definition of
the energy density and pressure of the universe. Such modification has been
proposed in [17] and studied in some particular explicit physical situations.

The object of the present paper is to propose an extended LTB cosmo-
logical model that takes into account particle production. This is obtained
by abstracting and generalising the above mentioned studies in RW and LTB
space- time. In the scheme that is proposed here it is assumed that the uni-
verse is filled with dust matter of non trivial pressure and particle production
is allowed in a quantity proportional to Ẏ /Y . Also a cosmological term is
considered. Accordingly the mass density (pressure) of the unverse is assumed
to result from contributions of both the existing density (pressure) and of a
density (pressure) contribution due to particle creation. The corresponding
Einstein equation is then explicited in its components and reduced, by the use
of the conservation of the energy momentum tensor, to a set of independent
equations. The scheme seems very difficult to solve exactly in the general
situation. It is studied in some special case some of which can be reduced to
equations previously solved. It seems of some interest the situation where mass
density and pressure of the universe are exclusively due to particle production.
The case is integrated, in absence of cosmological constant, and it is possible
to see the existence of a big-bang configuration.

2 Cosmological model.

The scheme proposed here is an extension of what is generally known as the
Lemâitre Tolman Bondi cosmological model (see, e.g., [8]). Precisely the
model studied here represente an universe filled with dust matter with apriori
non trivial pressure, as described fom the general comoving coordinate system
of line element

ds2 = gμνdxμdxν = dt2 − eΓ(r,t)dr2 − Y 2(r, t)(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2) (5)

Particle production due to universe expansion is a priori allowed. According
to the situations and results mentioned in the Introduction, we extrapolate by
assuming that the number of created particles is proportional to Ẏ /Y . The
energy momentum tensor is therefore constructed in a canonical way from
mass density and pressure of the universe. Both mass density and pressure
results from contributes that include particle production. The dynamics of
the universe is then governed by the Einstein equation

Rμν − 1

2
R β

β gμν = kTμν + λgμν ≡ Gμν (k =
8πG

c4
) (6)
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Tμν = (D + P )UμUν − P gμν , Ut = 1, Ui = 0, i = r, θ, ϕ (7)

D = ρ(r, t) + 3α
Ẏ

Y 4
, P = p(r, t) + α

Ẏ

Y 3
(8)

with D = D(r, t) and P = P (r, t) are the effective mass density and pressure
of the universe. They are due to both the contribution of the existing mass
density and pressure ρ(r, t), p(r, t) and to those of the created particles that
are assumed to be produced in a number proportional to Ẏ /Y in an uniformly
distributed way into a sphere of radius Y . The scheme represents the coun-
terpart, in the metric (5), of what discussed in case of the RW space-time
metric [17]. Consistency of the Einstein equation implies ∇μG

μν = 0 and
hence ∇μT

μν = 0. By expliciting, the only non trivial equations correspond-
ing, respectively, to ν = t, ν = r (Y ′ = ∂Y/∂r) are

∂t(DY 2Y ′) = −P∂t(Y
2Y ′) (9)

∂r P = 0 ⇒ P = P (t) (10)

For what concerns the components of the Einstein equation, the only non
diagonal non trivial one is the componenet (tr) that, after integration, leads
to the relation

eΓ(r,t) =
Y ′2(r, t)

1 + 2E(r)
(11)

where E is an arbitrary integration function of the radial coordinate.
Instead the nontrivial diagonal components of the Einstein equation can

be written, with the aid of the relation (11), in the form

(Y 2Ÿ )′ = Y 2Y ′
[
k

2
(3P + D) − λ

]
(12)

2E ′Y − 2Y Ẏ Ẏ ′ − Y 2Ÿ ′ = Y 2Y ′
[
k

2
(D − P ) + λ

]
(13)

E ′Y − 2Y Ẏ Ẏ ′ + 2Y ′E − 2Y Y ′Ÿ − Ẏ 2Y ′ = Y 2Y ′
[
k

2
(D − P ) + λ

]
(14)

These equations can be further developed and one is left with

Ẏ 2

2
+

m(r, t)

Y
+

1

6
[λ − P (t)]Y 2 = E(r) (15)

m(r, t) =
k

2

∫ r

dr Y 2Y ′(D + P ) (16)

Equation (15) follows by first summing (13) and (14) and then combining with
(12). The equation (15) has the form of a generalized Kepler-like equation
where however the “mass” m(r, t) depends in general also on t. The scheme
is completely characterized by equation (9), (15), (16) and the fact that P =
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P (t). Indeed one can check that (15) implies equation (12); that eqs. (15),
(16) imply eq. (13) and toghether with (13) imply (14).

In case λ = P = 0, from (9), there follows that m = m(r) is an arbitrary
integration function of r. The scheme therefore reduces to the standard LTB
cosmological model. The solution of eq. (15) is in this case well known (e.g., [8])
also in parametric form (e.g., [3]). In the little more general case of P =
constant, m results, from (9), (16) again an arbitrary integration function of
r and the equation (15) can be explicitly solved (see e.g. [12, 15]). In the
general case equation (15) has a very involved dependence on Y and m is not
independent of t. Due to this difficulty we proceed by studying special cases
separately.

3 Solution for particular situations.

We now specialize the model with some a priori assumptions that are very
special in some case. The procedure to obtain the solution of the equations
however puts into evidence different kind of difficulties but at the same time an
intrinsic coherence of the physical interpretation of the model. In the first three
cases the mass (16) does not depend on t, while in the last more interesting
situations it does.

Case 1. Suppose, in the scheme of the previous section, P = p = α = 0.
From (9), m = m(r) is an arbitrary integration function and (15) reads

Ẏ 2

2
+

m(r)

Y
+

1

6
λY 2 = E(r) (17)

This equation has been solved in [12] and the solution further discussed in
connection with collapsing situations, trapped surfaces, and black hole forma-
tion [15]. In the present case, from the knowledge of Y one obtains Y ′, Ẏ . ρ
is obtained by deriving (16): m′(r) = (k/2)Y 2Y ′(ρ + 3αẎ /Y ) and hence the
expression: D = ρ + 3αẎ /Y 4.

Case 2. Let here P = P (t) = p(r, t) + αẎ /Y 3 = const. = P0. Then

m(r) =
k

2

∫ r

dr(D + P0)Y
2Y ′ (18)

Ẏ 2

2
+

m(r)

Y
+

1

6
[λ − kP0]Y

2 = E(r) (19)

and, from (9), ∂tm = 0. Then, as in the previous case, one obtains Y =
Y (r, t), Y ′, Ẏ so that p(r, t) = P0 − αẎ /Y 3 and ρ is given again by deriving
(16) with respect to r.
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Case 3. Let now P = εD, ε a real number. Then, from (10), D = D(t).
The equation (9) can be integrated once to get

D(Y 2Y ′)1+ε = F (r) (20)

F an arbitrary integration function of r. We are able to solve the subcase
corresponding to D = const. = D0, P = εD0 = P0. From (20), Y 2Y ′ =

(F (r)/D0)
1

1+ε = G(r) and from (16), m = m(r). Therefore also in this subcase
one can proceed as above by the solution of (15) to get p(r, t), ρ(r, t).

Case 4. Suppose P = Dε, (ε �= 1 a real number) so that D = D(t).
Equation (9) can be integrated to obtain

Y 2Y ′ =
(1 − Dε−1)

1
ε−1

F (r)D
(21)

F (r) an integration function, from which one has

Y =

[
3
( ∫ r dr′

F (r′)

)(1 − Dε−1)
1

ε−1

D

] 1
3

(22)

We are able to solve the problem for ε = 2, E = 0. Indeed from (15), (16),
(22) and ε = 2 one obtains

Y = (3G(r)f(t))
1
3 , f =

1 − D

D
, G =

∫ r dr′

F (r′)
(23)

m(r, t) =
k

2
(1 − D2)G(r) (24)

while (15) becomes now

1

6

ḟ 2

f
+

kf

2(1 + f)
+

λ

2
f = Ef

1
3 G− 2

3 (25)

For E = 0 eq. (25) can be solved with respect to ḟ so that one finds

±√−3λ(t − t0) =
∫

df

f

√
f + 1

f + γ
, γ =

k + λ

λ
(26)

The integral can be performed by first setting y = (1 + f)/(γ + f) and then
z = y2 so to finally obtain

±√−3λ(t − t0) = log
{

1 + z

1 − z

(
1 −√

γz

1 +
√

γz

) 1√
γ
}

(27)

= log

{√
kD + λ + λ√
kD + λ − λ

(√
kD + λ −√

k + λ√
kD + λ +

√
k + λ

)√
λ

k+λ

}
(28)
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Requiring reality of the solution implies λ < 0.

Case 5. A situation that it is worth to test is the one in which mass density
and pressure are generated only by created particles. We study therefore the
scheme (9), (10), (15), (16) by the assumptions

p = ρ = 0, P = α
Ẏ

Y 3
, D = 3α

Ẏ

Y 4
(29)

According to (10) we set P = αf(t), α ∈ R. Since Ẏ = Y 3f(t), Y has the
form:

Y =
1√

F (t) + g(r)
, F = −2

∫ t

f(t′)dt′ (30)

g an arbitrary integration function of r. By (30) the integral in (16) can be
completely exploited and one obtains

m(r, t) =
k

2
α f [

1

3
Y 3 +

3

2
Y 2] (31)

The eq. (15) becomes then

Ẏ 2Y 2 +
3

2
α k Ẏ +

1

2
λY 4 − 2EY 2 = 0 (32)

so that, by solving with respect to Ẏ , one obtains

dt =
2Y 2dY

−3
2
±

√
9
4
α2k2 + 8EY 4 − 4

3
λY 6

(33)

In case of absence of cosmological term (λ = 0) one has therefore

t − t0 = 2
∫ Y 2dY

a ±√
a2 + bY 4

, a = −3

2
αk, b = 8E(r) (34)

= −2
a

b

1

Y
∓ 2

b

√
a2 + z2

z2
± 2

b
I2 (z = Y 2) (35)

I2 = 2
∫

zdz√
4z3 + 4a2z

(36)

= −2ζ(P−1(z)) (37)

(see e.g., [6, 5]), where P(u), ζ(u) are the Weierstrass elliptic functions [1, 5].
The dependence of Y on t is therefore quite complex. However it is usefull to
note that, from the series expansion of the elliptic functions [5], one has for
u, z → 0

P(u) ∼ 1

u2
, P−1(u) ∼ 1√

u
, ζ(u) ∼ 1

u
(38)

I2 ∼ −2ζ(
1√
z
) ∼ −2

√
z = −2Y (39)
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so that, from (34)-(39), one has for Y → 0

t − t0 ∼ −2
a

b

1

Y
∓ 2

a

b

1

Y
± 2

b
(−2Y ) (40)

∼ 3kα

8E(r)

1 ± 1

Y
(41)

and therefore there is a possible big-bang at t = t0 induced by pure particle
creation with a great number of particle produced because n(t) ∼ Ẏ /Y =
1/(t − t0).
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